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The total crypto market volume over the last 24 hours is $87.03B, which makes a 16.52% increase. Even though TOTAL experienced a decline, the overall crypto
market volume witnessed a surge of 17.37% over the last 24 hours, currently standing at 87.05B. 
The total volume of all stable coins is $68.24B, which counts as 78.52% of the total crypto market volume in the last few hours. A surge in the volume of stable coins
traded is a sign of investors level of fear, as some of them are currently converting their crypto gains to fiat to avoid depreciation. 

Crypto Market Cap  
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Bitcoin Dominance (BTC.D) 

Bitcoin Dominance is on its way to finishing the year below 40%. The indicator has not been able to hold any bullish momentum, retracing once again from intra-day highs
during the weekend. At the time of this report, BTC.D is at 40.70%. The last weekly candle has closed bearish, rejecting the 42% level significantly.  

Bitcoin's dominance indicator continues to lose territory from cycle to cycle as new players in the crypto space emerge. If BTC.D closes below the 40%-39% level, the
35% historical support will be the next target area. 
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Bitcoin (BTC) 

At the time of this report, BTCUSD is trading at
$45,600 with a 24-hour trading volume of
$25,861,856,708 USD. Bitcoin experienced a quiet
weekend with no major variations. Today, the price
has fallen over 2% extending the bearish momentum
of last week. Fear and Greed Index stands at 25
(Extreme Fear). 

Traders are targeting the $42K area as the next
support zone. The last time BTCUSD visited the
$42K-$40K area was in September 2021 surging
68% afterwards. If bulls reject the upcoming
historical demand zone, BTCUSD could start 2022
strong. On the daily chart, no signs of bullish
momentum have been seen. Both, the daily and
weekly timeframes remain significantly bearish. 
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Ethereum (ETH) 

Ethereum live price today is $3800 (-3% in the last 24-hour) with a current trading volume currently of $18,657,543,455 USD. The asset has been holding
the $3900 level for 8 consecutive days oscillating between $4000-$3600. 

For ETH to break the previously described accumulation zone, the price must close below the $3600-$3500 zone. If this scenario occurs, traders must set
the $3200 support zone as the next possible target. A weekly closure above $4000 could cause Ether to close the year with strong bullish momentum. 
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At the time of this report, Binance Coin is trading inside an accumulation zone between $540 and $500. At the time of this report, BNBUSD is trading at $512, 3%
below yesterday's daily value. The daily and weekly candles keep printing weaknesses, with no technical signs of a possible shift in momentum. 

BNBUSD has not been severely impacted by the BTCUSD sell-off continuation and similar to Ethereum, the decline has not been as sharp. Binance's token is now
at a crucial point that could potentially close the year in a bullish tone or in a bearish tone. Once again, BNBUSD is reaching the lower band of an ascending
channel, a pullback from this area could trigger an upward movement. 

Binance Coin (BNB) 
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The Solana live price today is $171.20 and its
trading volume is $1,767,498,797 USD.
Yesterday's daily candle closed as an inverted
hammer right at the $186 resistance level. The
candle formation could be taken as a bearish
factor signalling a continuation of the
descending channel created since November
2021. 

The loss of upside momentum on the weekly
and daily chart is a concern for many traders
holding open long positions, as SOLUSD
appears to be heading towards the $141-$140
historical support zone. The last time Solana
visited those levels was in October 2021 and
the coin managed to surge over 80% days
after the retest. 

Solana (SOL)
 



Cardano continues trading inside a consolidation
range on the daily and weekly timeframe. At the
time of this analysis, ADAUSD is trading at $1.22
with the daily and 4-hour candles trading
sideways. The asset has lost over 1.80% of its
value in the last 24 hours and holds a current
market volume of $1,267,627,412 USD. 

Bulls are showing no interest in increasing their
ADA holdings at this price. Cardano's price
action keeps heading towards the 1$ support. 

As indicated in previous analysis, even though
investors are staying away from this asset lately,
Cardano is reaching a critical historical level.
ADAUSD would be expected to bounce off the $1
demand zone considerably. The last time ADA
visited the area was in July 2021 and
subsequently surged up to (over 200%). 

  

Cardano (ADA)
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Polkadot's live price is $23.70 and the 24-hour
trading volume is $843,793,690 USD. The asset
has lost over 4.30% in previous trading sessions
with its price action now moving directly towards
the next demand level at $20. The support
previously mentioned is crucial as it is the last
retracement of the Fibonacci to be respected. The
coin keeps printing bearish technical indications,
with no uptrend signs just yet. 

If bulls fail to defend the $20 psychological area,
bears could push the price to the $17-$16 monthly
levels. DOT has not visited the current liquidity
zone in months so any shift in the sentiment of the
whole crypto market could potentially captivate the
attention of DOT enthusiasts.

Polkadot (DOT) 
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XRP 

The live XRP price today is $0.84 with a 24-hour trading
volume of $3,884,638,308 USD. The asset has been
one of the few coins remaining green in the last 24-
hours. Consolidation is still in progress with the price
unable to break the $0.90 resistance and the $0.70
support. 

XRP volatility has been low in the last few weeks, with
traders reducing positions due to major uncertainty. In
previous analysis, we recommended a pause before a
clear breakout of the current pattern emerges before
taking further trading decisions. The weekly and
monthly timeframe show indecision. 

The next key area is the $0.50 historical support and a
bullish pullback could push the price back to the
$1.65-$1.60 liquidity area, while a bearish breakout
could result in bears placing shorts with the $0.40 level
as a target. 
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At the time of this analysis, LUNA is trading at $77.7 with a 24-hour trading volume of $3,556,252,817 USD. The asset has remained in negative territory at the start of the
week adding almost 1% in losses. LUNAUSD performed outstandingly last week in comparison with the rest of the cryptomarket. The asset added over 50% in gains and
reached new highs at $81. 

Based on market structure and general sentiment, we could expect Terra to retrace from those new highs and respect the ascending channel created since September
2021. A weekly closure above $80 could invalidate the previous thesis and strengthen the buying power. 

Terra (LUNA) 




